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Disclaimer
This Nuvus Technical White Paper is for information purposes only. Nuvus does not guarantee
the accuracy of or the conclusions reached in this white paper, and this white paper is provided
“as is”. Nuvus does not make and expressly disclaims all representations and warranties,
express, implied, statutory or otherwise, whatsoever, including, but not limited to: (i) warranties
of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, suitability, usage, title or noninfringement;
(ii) that the contents of this white paper are free from error; and (iii) that such contents will not
infringe third-party rights. Nuvus and its affiliates shall have no liability for damages of any kind
arising out of the use, reference to, or reliance on this white paper or any of the content contained herein, even if advised of the possibility of such damages. In no event will Nuvus or its
affiliates be liable to any person or entity for any damages, losses, liabilities, costs or expenses
of any kind, whether direct or indirect, consequential, compensatory, incidental, actual, exemplary, punitive or special for the use of, reference to, or reliance on this white paper or any of the
content contained herein, including, without limitation, any loss of business, revenues, profits,
data, use, goodwill or other intangible losses.
Nothing in this White Paper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort or a solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an offer to
buy any securities in any jurisdiction. This document is not composed in accordance with, and is
not subject to, laws or regulations of any jurisdiction, which are designed to protect investors.
GETX Token is a utility token. This product is not a digital currency, security, commodity, or any
other kind of financial instrument and has not been registered under the Securities Act, the
securities laws of any state of the United States or the securities laws of any other country,
including the securities laws of any jurisdiction in which a potential token holder is a resident.
GETX Token cannot be used for any purposes other than those provided in the White Paper,
including but not limited to, any investment, speculative or other financial purposes.
GETX Token is not intended for sale or use in any jurisdiction where sale or use of digital tokens
may be prohibited.
GETX Token confers no other rights in any form, including but not limited to any ownership,
distribution (including but not limited to profit), redemption, liquidation, proprietary (including all
forms of intellectual property), or other financial or legal rights, other than those specifically
described in the White Paper.
Certain statements, estimates and financial information contained in this White Paper constitute forward-looking statements or information. Such forward-looking statements or information involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual events or
results to differ materially from the estimates or the results implied or expressed in such
forward-looking statements. White Paper can be modified to provide more detailed information.
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1.0. Abstract

BLOCKCHAIN
TECHNOLOGY
Nuvus Blockchain is a decentralized blockchain company, formed to build a big data and supply chain
verification ecosystem using distributive ledger technologies and trustless trust platform for the agricultural industry initially focusing on the cannabis industry.
Our mission involves introducing a trustless verification system on all supply chain transactions in the
cannabis industry, providing growers, processors, distributors, retailers, doctors and users full transparency into the supply chain, from seed to user distribution, with decentralized blockchain verification at
every step. This will provide transparency on the type, potency and potential benefits of different
strains and their effects on the human body, adding significant value to the commodity across uses,
research and industries, some of which are likely not yet defined.
Our technology has the potential to become one of the most used and valuable products in the cannabis industry, potentially becoming ubiquitous across all industry participants. If adopted globally, it will
add billions of data points to the supply chain, benefiting medicinal research and proper diagnosis in
patients. Bringing decentralized, immutable blockchain technologies with billions of live, verified data
points to the cannabis industry, will add significant value and transparency to the Industry’s supply
chain. Currently, supply chain data is non-transparent and controlled by centralized organizations and
authorities, subject to industry manipulation and slow adoption of life saving treatments and research.
Nuvus, along with its partners, will provide a distributed ledger network and trusted technology, based
on open source public & permission based private blockchain technologies to house and secure the
data while providing uniform access to all its stakeholders. Nuvus’ partners include master growers,
universities, doctors, scientists, technology companies and various government affiliates working in
tandem to ensure that the patient is receiving the right product at the highest quality for the treatment
being sought.
The Nuvus Protocol will be designed with hyperledger.org enterprise grade business blockchain technology to verify supply chain development and transactions. Nuvus has developed the Global
Exchange Token (“GET”), a proprietary ERC-20 Ethereum based token that is used for the validation
process of both the quantitative and qualitative data collection, process flow and analytics related to
the supply chain details being captured by the blockchain. The blockchain will provide real time
patient’s feedback and grower input to encourage full transparency of data providers and user behavior,
rewarding timeliness, quality, reach of communications, as well as accountability of the diagnosis.
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1.0. Abstract
The Medicinal and Recreational Cannabis industries are relatively new and are growing at an
incredible pace, year after year. Over the next few years legalization of medicinal marijuana in the
US States is expected to exceed the 75% mark. There is also an expectation in the industry that
Laws at the Federal level will include the removal of Marijuana as a Schedule 1 drug, which in
turn will lead to an explosion in the growth of the industry and medicinal research. Standards,
rules and regulations written at the Federal Level will require States compliance.
Universal standards and certified data capable of tying cannabis strains and their attributes to
medical conditions and patient profiles will become a requirement just as it is in other
pharmaceutical industries. Regulations such as seed to sale and transaction processing will
become standard throughout the nation. Nuvus Blockchain will be the first to market a viable,
thriving solution adhering to the expected standard; providing security and transparency for the
flow of information through an immutable, distributed ledger, positioning the decentralized
blockchain Company to become the undisputed leader in this space and affect the changes as they
occur in real time.

1.1. Objectives
Become the premier
provider of qualified
and trusted cultivation
and strain data for the
medical marijuana
industry

Provider secure,
reliable, and trusted
data for the various
stakeholders of the
supply chain

Provide an
environment in which
growers can produce
the highest quality
product using trusted
and certified data

Provide an environment
in which doctors,
researchers and
scientists can interact
with cultivators and
growers to achieve the
most beneficial strains
and medicines

To provide an
environment that
provide governments
and regulators with
trusted data on seed to
sell and strain
attributes that are
standardized
throughout the
industry world -wide

1.2. Mission
Nuvus’ mission is to bring decentralized, immutable blockchain technologies to the cannabis
industry, advancing and enhancing the supply chain transparency to unleash the true potential of
medicinal marijuana worldwide, creating millions if not billions of verified data points in real time.

1.3. Keys to Success
- Understand the regulatory, legal, and technological needs and challenges of the Medical Marijuana
grow industry;
- Continually advance the medical marijuana blockchain data ecosystem;
- Establish strong vendor and partner relationships with technology firms, doctors, scientists,
universities and government to ensure integrity and value of the data;
- Attract, hire and retain highly qualified professionals to sell, manage, monitor, and service the
various technological component parts and software systems required to support the ecosystem;
- Provide a simple, secure, user-friendly global exchange platform for the stakeholders;
- Create billions of data points and hundreds of millions of dollars in transaction value;
- Establish supply chain integrity.
7

1.4. ICO Overview
This Whitepaper highlights the key stages and features of the Nuvus Protocol and the future
trajectories in which our products will be developed. In advance of their use within the Nuvus Protocol,
Nuvus is offering the GETX token. Global Exchange Token (GETX) will be an Ethereum based ERC20
utility token. We will sell the tokens until the hard cap is reached. Participants willing to support the
development of the Nuvus Project can do so by sending Ether or Bitcoin to the designated addresses.
Start Data

To be announced

Duration of Token Sale

60 days

Price of GETX Token

0.00088 ETH – 0.00008 BTC or $0.80

Hard Cap

78,000 ETH or $70 million USD

Soft Cap – Early Termination

39,000 ETH or $35 million USD

Technical limit to the number of tokens

200,000,000

Unsold Tokens

Unsold and unallocated tokens will be destroyed

Further Token Issues

Not at this point

Methods of token purchase

Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), and others

Minimum Cap

$840,000 USD, all funds will be returned

Token activation date

To be determined

Pre-Sale Stage - Extra bonuses allocation
Day 1-31: Pre-Sale Bonus
Bonus - + 40% tokens

Min. purchase from 40,000 GETX

Bonus - + 30% tokens

Min. purchase from 20,000 GETX

Bonus - + 25% tokens

Min. purchase from 10,000 GETX

Bonus - + 20% tokens

Min. purchase from 7,000 GETX

Bonus - + 15% tokens

Min. purchase from 5,000 GETX

Bonus - + 10% tokens

Min. purchase from 4,000 GETX

Bonus - + 5% tokens

Min. purchase from 3,000 GETX

Bonus - + 2% tokens

Min. purchase from 2,000 GETX
Day 32-60: Crowd Sale

No Bonus

No Minimums
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1.5. Why We Believe This ICO Will Succeed
Industry Solution
The predominant issue in the cannabis industry supply chain relates to tracking the plant and
determining if standards are followed at each touchpoint from the grower to the patient. Our
system ensures compliance standards are adhered to at each level of the cycle using blockchain
technologies to assure patients, doctors, researchers and regulators that the product is authentic
and correctly represented. Blockchain has the potential to eliminate these vulnerability at each
stage of the supply chain (or chain of custody) with transparent transactions. It offers all parties
involved in the business network a secure and synchronized record of transactions. Blockchain
records every sequence of transactions beginning with the grower to the final sale to the consumer,
providing the supply chain transactions. A regulated industry, much like the cannabis industry,
needs a secure, distributed and permissioned based blockchain which is provided when
developed with Hyperledger, a Linux Foundation.

Nuvus protocol will:

Frees up capital flow – economical transactions fees – speeds up
processes – creates trustless trust – private off-chain transaction for
anonymity – universal exchange platform crossing all borders –
democratic governance - compliance with the local Governments

Viability of the Network
As pointed out, the cannabis industry is highly regulated and will continue to be so globally. It is also
one of the fastest growing industries since the advent of the Internet. But the industry itself is plagued
by numerous concerns like traceability of the products, lack of trust between participants and
compliance with local rules. With blockchain, through Nuvus Protocol, a trusted environment will be
created in a trustless world encouraging participants, buyers, sellers and users to contribute to the
platform by buying GETX tokens for all transactions including but not limited to data, services, industry
advocacy, and basic communication.
Here’s what we know:
- Cannabis industry is booming globally
- Cannabis industry is highly regulated
- Cannabis products are touted as medicine but not managed like the pharma industry
- There is no global standard for traceability or chain of custody
- Participants need a trusted global platform to trade in a trustless world
- GETX token will allow the entry to a global exchange platform
- GETX token would allow seamless transactions using blockchain between global parties
- GETX token would allow buy/sell data/services globally which is not available or possible currently
- GETX token would empower the doctors and researchers to gather valuable data within the platform
to develop and prescribe effective medicine
- GETX token will empower a global advocacy around the world breaking all barriers to bring power
and knowledge to the masses about the benefits of cannabis as medicine
- Company behind Nuvus Protocol is a very successful company run by a fortune 500
management team
9

2.0. Company Summary
Nuvus Blockchain is a natural evolution from the parent technology company of Nuvus Corp., a
company involved in Controlled Environmental Agriculture (CEA), with an emphasis on automation
and data analytics for the Cannabis industry. The team involved with Nuvus Blockchain has extensive
background working with large telecom and utility companies. Prior to joining Nuvus, the team was
involved in the development of a secure network interface card, a predecessor to the IoT technologies, for the residential electric utility meters and the Smart Grid space.
Nuvus evolved to meet the challenges of the cannabis industry, providing a safe and secure
environment to house data related to every aspect - from plant physiology and medical attributes to
detailed grow data and seed to sale requirements associated with the medical marijuana industries.
By leveraging the technology of blockchain’s distributive ledger architecture and creating an
ecosystem of trust and cooperation throughout the trustless industry, Nuvus plans to revolutionize
the way critical data is stored, managed, used and retrieved throughout the industry.

2.1. Company History
The Company, having previously worked in technology companies in the smart grid and Internet of
Things (IoT) industries, has evolved to a mature team with the necessary skill-set to revolutionize and
disrupt the medical marijuana industry with blockchain protocol and other propriety systems,
processes and technology. The chart below walks through the evolution of the Team behind Nuvus;

Team finalizes its state of
the art data analytics and
management tool Cognetix

2016

Team finishes software and
hardware technology
prototype to automate the
Cannabis grow industry

Team began redirecting technology
developed for the Smart Grid
toward the Cannabis industry and
its massive growth potential

2014

2015

Team started recruiting
talent for developing smart
technologies for the Smart
Grid and smart cities (IoT)

2010
First product become
approved by FCC

2014

2016

Team receives multimillion
dollar long term contract for
its automation technology

2015

Team works with sister company CB Scientific to develop analytical tools for Cannabis testing

2013
Team began developing high
level IoT software and hardware for the power companies

107

Nuvus Corp. was initially established March 1, 2014
in Delaware and began its developmental stage.
This involved product research, development, and
testing, as well as developing software to integrate
the various mechanical components commonly
used in grow facilities.
The company went public in 2016 and began trading
on OTC Market with the highest valuation of $500M
in late 2016. The company has attracted press
attention as the 10 best cannabis companies based
on technology and market capitalization.
Nuvus Corp has been a provider of advanced Controlled Environment Agriculture (CEA) with
sophisticated automation and analytical tools for the cultivators of legal industrial hemp and
cannabis. Nuvus offers products like Energy Optimization and Intelligent LED lighting
tools for growers.
Our consulting services, GrowCOMM, is available to anyone with any questions about growing cannabis. Products offered includes; SPIDer™, SmartSense™, CannaTrax™, CognetiX ™,
SmartEnergy™, and grow.droid line of products. The company’s intellectual assets are
important and integral to the company’s ability to compete and produce operating profits.

CognetiX ™

grow.droid
line of products

SmartEnergy™

CannaTrax™

SmartSense™

SPIDer™
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The Intelligent Automation Technology engineered for agricultural operations featuring
CognetiX Cultivation Automation & Analytic Software drives improvement in productivity,
efficiency, quality and sustainability. Nuvus’ goal has been to provide cost effective and
efficient cultivation of indoor cannabis through intelligent technologies and process control
platforms for small to large size cultivators in the Cannabis market.
This comprehensive monitoring, managing and analyzing software called CognetiX is the core
aspect of Nuvus’ intellectual property. Through Nuvus’ technologies, virtually every component
of the plants’ vegetative growth matrix and flower harvest is tracked, documented and available in visible format both in real time and historically. This ensures that the baselines set by
the master grower are adhered to by the cultivation staff and simplifies operations by identifying issues before they become problems.
CognetiX™ will be expanded to collect verified data for all transactions from seed to patient.
CognetiX™ is a dashboard controller system that allows various computer systems to be
integrated through a cultivator’s infrastructure. Using state-of–the-art API (application
programming interface) connecting software packages, CognetiX ™ will allow all computer
systems to be monitored with the ease of a smartphone application and the robust hardware
of integrated servers or cloud-based apparatuses.

Big Data GognetiX Platform
Visualize + Decide
Dashboards

SQL query

Reports

AnalytiX BI

Mobile

Trends

Calculate

Normalization

Analyze

Transform + Analyze

DATA

Orchestration

In Memory
Processing

Achiving

Capture + Manage
OPC
Classic

OPC UA

Web
Service

SNMP

BACnet

Database

IoT
Gateway

Devices
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3.0. Medical Marijuana Industry Analysis
The legal marijuana industry began in 1996 with California’s approval of Proposition 215, a
state-wide voter initiative. It is also known as the Compassionate Use Act. This was implemented
by California Senate Bill 420 in 2003, allowing people, with certain chronic illnesses, the right to
grow or obtain cannabis (medical marijuana) for medical purposes. Medical-use cannabis is now
approved in 29 states and recreational use is approved in 8 states.
The cannabis industry includes a broad spectrum of companies. Some, such as growers and
retailers, play a direct role in the production and sale of cannabis products. Others play an indirect
role by providing land and buildings to house growing facilities. Others provide lighting, hydroponic
systems, testing devices, tracking systems, security systems and a myriad other services.

3.1. Estimated Sales
The cannabis sector of the national economy is not covered by traditional “mainstream” sources.
However, “Marijuana Business Fact Book—2016,” published by CannaBusiness Media reports the
following data:
Sales of cannabis and infused products sold at legal dispensaries and retail stores grew from
$6.5 billion in 2013 to $44 billion in the cannabis industry through 2020. This data includes only
medical and recreational retail sales; it does not include the underlying economy associated with
growers, wholesalers, sales and leases of land, construction of green houses and grow buildings,
agricultural technology, lighting technology, security technology, seed-to-sale tracking systems,
and myriad other niche specialties that play essential roles in the cannabis industry.
CannaBusiness Media projects the following data:

Total Economic Impact of Cannabis Industry

U.S. Cannabis Industry Total Economic Impact: 2013-2020
$24.4 - $44 Total

$40B
$22 - $38.4 Total
$19.6 - $31.2 Total

$30B

$16 - $22 Total

$20B
$10B
$0B

$14 - $17.2 Total
$12 - $13.6 Total
$8 - $9.6 Total
$6.4 Total

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Additional Economic Impact of Dispensary / Store Sales
Dispensary / Store Sales
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Global Agricultural Market
$2.2 Trillion
Overall
Agricultural
Market

$23 Billion US
Cannabis Indoor
Agricultural
Market

4000 US
Cannabis
Cultivators
Nationwide

$740 Billion
Overall Indoor
Agricultural
Market

Cannabis Annual Sales Vs Other U.S. Industries & Goods
Beer

$101.5 billion
$40-45 billion

Estimated total demand for recreational cannabis in the U.S.
Wine

$37.6 billion

Organic food

$35 billion

Chocolate

$21 billion

Craft beer (sub-set of beer industry)

$19.6 billion

Doritos, Cheetos & Funyuns in 2015
Legal recreational & medical cannabis in 2015

$4.9 billion
$3.0 - $3.4 billion

E-cigarettes

$1.5 billion

Girl Scout Cookies in 2015

$776 million

Projecting future sales of cannabis requires consideration of many factors, including population,
demographics, age limits provided by law, and various state and federal legislative limitations.
However, if one uses the 2014 average sales per capita in Colorado of $151 annually and extrapolates
by using only population as a projection factor, sales of medical and recreational cannabis would be
$47.7 billion if cannabis was legal in all states.

Total U.S. Cannabis Consumer Market
$50B

Recreational and Medicinal ($B)

$42B

Cannabinoid-based Pharmaceuticals ($B)

$80B

60M

No. of Consumers (#M)

50M

$35B
$30B
$25.8B

$60B

40M

$20.8B
Assumed End of
Federal Prohibition

$40B

$15B
$10B

$5B

$40B

$42.5B

$45B

$47.5B

$50B

$33.7B $37.3B

$30.1B

30M

No. of Consumers

Total U.S. Cannabis Consumer Market

$100B

20M

$2.3B $26.4B

$20B

$23.8B
$6.7B
$4.4B $5.7B

$8.5B $9.5B

10M

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029
Source: Acrell Capital estimates. See Chapter IV: U.S. Cannabis Market Estimates.
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3.2. Conventional Healthcare and Regulation Threaten
Growing acceptance of medical marijuana will produce numerous business opportunities in the
coming years. Development of value-added, high-quality marijuana products will also drive
industry growth. At the same time, industry operators face significant risks and hurdles. In the
next five years, conventional healthcare providers will continue challenging alternative care
presented by medical marijuana products. Despite growing acceptance of marijuana-based
treatment, traditional healthcare providers will continue to pose a threat to the industry due to
substantial skepticism related to the legitimacy and effectiveness of marijuana. Consequently,
medical marijuana growers will continue to suffer from inadequate capital investments.
The Medical Marijuana Growing industry is subject to heavy regulation from governments at all
levels, with state and federal governments having conflicting regulations at times. The
Department of Justice (DoJ), through the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA), raids and prosecutes
marijuana dispensaries and growers in the United States. Although the industry has mainly
flourished under the Obama administration, its future remains hazy. Nevertheless, the relative
success of Colorado's marijuana legalization initiative, which is anticipated to generate as much
as $100 million in tax revenue over 2016, can potentially spur more states to legalize for-profit
marijuana.

4.0. Industry Challenges
Data in the industry is not reliable because data points are not verified in real time by
decentralized sources. As more and more states adopt laws allowing legal medicinal cannabis,
we expect that it will be critical for the product to be of the utmost quality consistently. At some
point in time, the Federal Government will mandate pharmaceutical type standards for growing
and processing the plants. This is a challenging task as Cannabis is a complicated substance
with thousands of strains. Each strain is unique in composition with varying concentrations of
CBD and THC, which has specific effects on different ailments. There is an effort underway to
catalogue these strains and cross-reference them with their effect on various known ailments.
Per Mowgli Homes, a geneticist and founder of Phylos Bioscience, the “character” of cannabis
includes hundreds of other chemicals, including terpenes and flavonoids. Homes believes that the
huge set of cannabis genomic data will facilitate ID genetic markers associated with chemical
results vis a vis patient outcome. According to Chris Emerson, the power of cannabis is based on
the “entourage effect”, wherein the varied compounds working in concert together leads to its
medicinal effect. However, research is still in its infancy to confirm conclusions about the
entourage effect.

16

Currently, each State has its own set of rules for Safety testing for microbials (microbiological
contamination) because there are no set standards at a National level, thus products made in one
State may not necessarily comply with the Safety regulations in another. Although Cannabis is
compared to other agricultural products, such as leafy greens, and has inherent antibacterial
properties, it may contain bacteria such as salmonella and other spores and toxins that could still
pose a National health concern.
In addition, the microbials, pests, bugs and mites has also become a major challenge for outdoor,
indoor and greenhouse growers. It is common in the industry that before an infestation is
identified, the damage has already been done. Many of the mites are so tiny that they are invisible
to the naked eye and the first visible sign of infestation is by noticing the contortion of leaves.
Tracking the infestation for the strain in question is critical to ensure the overall quality of the
product.
Another challenge in growing quality Cannabis lies in the notion that many growers are
transitioning from illegal small-scale growers, to legal larger scale growers. These producers often
use the same techniques they used when they were growing a few plants, however, it does not
scale as expected on larger facilities. All factors such as light, nutrients, water, CO2, humidity, pest
control etc., are required to create a quality product.
A system that precisely automates the dispensation of the ingredients and manages the various
aspects of the grow cycle will result in higher quality, higher yielding harvests. By recording the
various data points during the grow cycle, a recipe can be built around the strain and control
parameters can be built to repeat the high-quality yield, cycle after cycle. Data analytics with cross
references will play a huge role in high yield, high quality production. This data then needs to be
housed in a secure environment that is available to all stake holders.
17

5.0. Specific Industry Issues
Nuvus envisions several data silos where information will be collected to form the basis of the
cannabis data ecosystem. These silos define specific types of data which may be stored on
decentralized blockchain servers.
Through data acquisition techniques using distributed Oracles, Interoperability between ledger
systems designed to transfer values across distributed ledgers and non-distributed ledgers and
CognetiX’s predictive analytics, the information will be accessed and correlated to provide the user
the required information before publishing in the blockchain.
Each section discusses the data silo in detail as well as the benefits and solutions the ecosystem will
provide to the cannabis industry and token holders.

CognetiX

Genetic
Testing

Referring to the data ﬂow chart in sec�on 6.2 above, Nuvus.io envisions several data
silos where informa�on will be collected to form the basis of the cannabis data
Quantitive Data Collected
ecosystem. These silos deﬁne speciﬁc types of data points which may be stored on
decentralized blockchain servers. Through data acquisi�on techniques and predic�ve
analy�cs, the informa�on will be accessed and correlated to provide the user the
required informa�on. The following sec�ons discuss each data silo in detail as well as
the beneﬁtsExtraction
and solu�ons the ecosystem will provide
to the cannabis industry and token
Cultivation
Transaction
Analytical
User/Patient
Sensor holders.
Equipment
Information
Testing Lab
Feedback
Variation

Data

Strain ID

Air Temp

Processing

Potency

Demographic

Effects

Diversion ID

Humidity

Temperature

Cannabinoid
Profile

Price

Aliment

Site ID

CO2

Solvent-to-food
Ratio

Terpine
Profile

Product

Product Review

Prytome

Dissolved CO2

Flow Rate

Location

Biome

Water Temp

Microbilogical
Screening

Pathogen

Power
EC
pH

Pesticide
Testing

Strain

Residual
Solvant
Imparied
Driving

Fill Level
Light/PAR
Sensors
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5.1. Genetic Testing
Many companies boast about their genetic testing without substantial proof of their standards and
processes to replicate product consistently. Nuvus takes genetics to the next level by integrating six
data points that will lead to the perfect strains of the future. Much of this data can be attained from
current hydroponic systems currently implemented, and the rest of the data comes from exploration
and testing. Nuvus will create a database for all users of disparate growing systems growing
diverse strains. Our system integrates the proper cultivation requirements for each strain. This
allows the user to grow the perfect strain consistently every single time, even at large scale facilities,
something most growers have not been challenged to do to date.

Known Industry Issues:

Currently, there are no genetic databases with detailed information regarding cultivars and plant
genomics which is important information for organizations like the DEA and FDA when considering
the scheduling of cannabis at the Federal level. The information that these federal organizations are
looking for are microbiological data and protein sequencing. Without this data, removing cannabis
from the Schedule 1 of the Controlled Substances Act will be much harder. Finally, there is little to
no information about geographic origin of specific cannabis strains which would give growers an
edge knowing what climate the cultivars enjoy the most. Without this information, successful grow
operations become less valuable and riskier due to potential failing crops and crops that don’t
maximize their yields.
Strain ID, Diversion ID, Site ID, Proteome and Microbiome and Pathogens are the main facets of
Genetics Testing program and solutions to the current industry problems.

Solutions:

Going back to the Strain ID and Site ID, the soil and cultivar (strain) are the main determinants of
the cannabis microbiome. Controlling these factors, Nuvus can reduce the possibility for
pathogens and potentially decimate the mycotoxin produced by a majority of cannabis cultivars
by providing information through data acquisition techniques using distributed Oracles,
Interoperability between ledger systems designed to transfer value across distributed ledgers and
non-distributed ledgers and CognetiX’s predictive analytics and data acquisition nodes. The
information will be accessed, verified and correlated to provide the user the required information
for publishing in the blockchain for use in Nuvus Protocol

Strain ID

Diversion ID

Site ID

Proteome

Microbiome

Pathogens

5.2. Cultivation Sensor Variation.
Known Industry Issues:

A majority of the grow system companies in the cannabis industry do not offer comprehensive
sensor monitoring for their customers, which may result in inconsistent products and risky
investments. The companies that do offer sensor information don’t maximize the number of factors
they monitor and still fewer compile that information to provide data for to their growers. Finally,
most companies don’t install sensors because the price of the grow increases substantially. Without
this important data, a full comprehensive database of sensor information related to specific cultivars
would not exist. If the grow isn’t monitored and data not recorded, the grower won’t know how to
consistently replicate the yield.

Solutions:
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Nuvus started in the sensor theater as an IoT technology provider before expanding into other
areas in the cannabis industry. Using established, state-of-the-art IoT sensors, such as waste
management resilient pH probes, our engineering team can install sensors in either soil or
hydroponic systems per the customer’s requirements. The data collected from these sensors is
the basis of the predictive analytics software package (CognetiX) which includes beneficial data
from seed to patient. A comprehensive list of sensors and monitoring systems are presented
below:

Humidity
Air
Temp

pH

Power

Carbon
Dioxide

EC

Sensors
Light/PAR

A comprehensive list of sensors and monitoring systems

5.3. Extraction Equipment Data.
Known Industry Issues:
Without strategic partners, extraction and processing of oils is usually an extremely expensive
endeavor if done properly. A majority of companies resort to the less expensive and subsequently
less safe versions of extraction like BHO (butane hash oil). Extraction facilities usually don’t have
proper standards and testing practices in place for monitoring residual solvents. This lack of proper
monitoring has resulted in sicknesses such as nausea, irregular heartbeat, and increased risk of
cancer in Colorado according to Leafly.com. Without proper standards and equipment processing
with current inexpensive methods is too risky and unsafe.

Solutions:

Understanding the most efficient extraction methods which provides the highest yields at the most
competitive prices is essential for good business practices. Nuvus can provide this information
through data acquisition techniques using distributed Oracles, Interoperability between ledger
systems designed to transfer values across distributed ledgers and non-distributed ledgers and
CognetiX’s predictive analytics. The information will be accessed, verified and correlated to provide
the user the required information published in the blockchain for use in the Nuvus Protocol. Below is
a break-down of the services we offer for providing and collecting data on extraction.

Processing

Temperature

Flow Rate

Solvent-to-Food
Ratio
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5.4. Analytical Testing Lab.
Known Industry Issues:
Going back into the previous issue on residual solvents in processing, without proper certifications
in testing, many individuals who use cannabis extracts can get sick. Facilities with proper
certifications usually are in inopportune locations for the growers and sometimes these tests can
take over a week depending on the lab’s turnover. This would be a big issue for growers who need
to test their product regularly and edible companies who need to test each batch but cannot wait a
week because their product will expire. Again, data throughout this supply chain is inaccurate and
inadequate.

Solutions:
Nuvus will provide accurate information through data acquisition techniques using CognetiX nodes,
distributed Oracles, Interoperability between ledger systems designed to transfer values across
distributed ledgers and non-distributed ledgers. The information will be accessed, verified and
correlated to provide the user the required information published in the blockchain for use in the
Nuvus Protocol. Testing is paramount for an emerging industry to be acknowledged as legitimate.
There are multiple aspects of the cannabis plant to test and below we present the most common,
safest and economically important aspects of the cannabis plant for testing:
Potency

Cannabinoid
Profile

Terpene
Profile

Microbiological
Screening

Pesticide
Testing

Residual
Solvent

5.5. Transaction Information.
Known Industry Issues:
Seed to sale software has always been expensive and inconsistent as many software packages lack
important facets of selling products such as the demographic, and location restrictions. This lack of
transaction information makes it hard for growers to do business and for shops to monitor and
understand what their customers want. Also there isn’t a database that ties the strain information to
a demographic or location to best service the customer. Without a streamlined system of surveys
and database information, many growers and distributers don’t maximize their profit potential while
keeping their clients happy.

Solutions:
Most people and companies interested in cannabis get into the cannabis space because the industry
is highly profitable. Nuvus through CognetiX and Oracles will interpolate data points through access
with the current POS/Seed to Sale systems creating a comprehensive data set recorded in the
blockchain and available in Nuvus Protocol. Datasets will allow understanding of pricing, product,
location, strain and demographic information for transactions. Represented below are some of the
facets of the Nuvus database solutions for transactions:

Demographic

Price

Product

Strain
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5.6. User/Patient Feedback.
Known Industry Issues:
Without user/patient feedback, doctors and other medical staff cannot persuade the federal
government to reschedule cannabis or allow the disbursement of cannabis as medication for certain
illnesses. The expensive costs of American healthcare and the exclusion of marijuana products from
insurance makes cannabis solutions out of reach for many patients. A database that can link strain
information to actual medical tests and relief for patient cohorts is needed. Without that information,
cannabis won’t integrate well into the American Healthcare System.
User feedback should be obtained through comprehensive surveys, user information and doctor
reports. This data is not available today and won’t be collected for growers and distributers of
cannabis products or the industry in general, leaving the next steps for business expansion in the
dark. Without proper feedback and documentation the tendency is to increase the level of THC
without fully understanding the potential impact.

Solutions:
It is extremely important for doctors and the growers that the user and patient feedback
become comprehensive and universally available throughout the industry. A distributive ledger
database designed for patient and physician provide both the access and the security to
properly manage these requirements. Nuvus Protocol offers comprehensive tools for survey
creation and email contact to generate and collect what the consumer likes or feels and what
strain benefits them the most. Below are some of the points Nuvus finds important when
discussing User/Patient Feedback:

Effects

Ailments

Product Review

Impaired Driving
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6.0. Solving the Industry Challenges
- Nuvus Protocol
As cannabis is adopted by the mainstream and medical cannabis continues to gain worldwide
acceptance, there will be expectations by the users and regulatory authorities to ensure the product
maintains safety and consistency with respect to its pharmaceutical properties. It will become
imperative that the origin of the strain in question becomes necessary to identify and track its path
through the growth cycle to the medical facility or dispensary. Many of the problems that still exist
in the food industry, from production through distribution will be in this nascent cannabis industry.
Our vision is to build an ecosystem using blockchain technology that all stakeholders can reap
the benefits of verifiable information of the product from origin to destination. Blockchain is a
public ledger of various transactions or blocks of information that can be digitally recorded and
shared across the network. This will be a self-auditing ecosystem with digital information that is
transparent and incorruptible.

DISTRIBUTED LEDGERS
A distributed ledger is a set of communication protocols that enable
administratively decentralized, replicated databases. Distributed ledgers
can provide an efficient and secure infrastructure for the issuance and
exchange of digital assets. Their security, democratized control, and
automation can have a transformational-impact on industries ranging
from capital markets to global trade.

SECURITY
Cryptographically secured and Byzantine fault tolerant by design.
Blockchain ushers in a new era of security in a time where perimeter
security and authoritative control are no longer viable security models.

AUDITABILITY
Blockchain provides a shared, immutable log of every activity on the
system, enabling improved activity auditability and traceability of
the provenance and history of an asset.

AUTOMATION
Smart contracts can securely automate and link existing business
processes. When designed with blockchain input/output oracles they
can be used to connect disparate systems.
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6.1. CognetiX: Data acquisition
and analytics engine nodes
Nuvus, in conjunction with its vendor partner, has developed a state of the art software
architecture that controls every aspect of a controlled environment agriculture grow facility. This
master suite of software products includes a strong predictive data analytics engine as well as
capabilities to collect all types of data from any database source. CognetiX nodes, together with
oracles, will be used to unify amorphous data from all sources and package it for inclusion into
the Nuvus Blockchain ecosystem via the Nuvus Protocol.

Suite of Data Collection Capabilities
DATA
MANAGEMENT

Supported on Multiple Devices and Platforms

GROW
ANALYTICS

COGNETIXTM

ENERGY
MANAGEMENT

FAULT
DETECTION

6.2. Blockchain distributive ledger Architecture
- Nuvus Protocol
The most prevalent issues in the medical marijuana cannabis supply chain relate to tracking the
various aspects of the plant from the grower and seed, to the patient, which includes time spent
with producers, manufacturers and distributors. Our system will ensure compliance standards are
adhered to at each level of the cycle. Patients, doctors, researchers and regulators want to ensure
that the product that is bought and the claims made by the producers are genuine. Nuvus will
build an ecosystem called Nuvus Protocol which will be based on public and permission based
private Blockchain technology using Hyperledger, a Linux Foundation.

NUVUS
PROTOCOL

Using distributed public ledgers, smart contracts are
programmed databases to perform simple functions across
the platform. Blockchain systems, amongst several more
that’s primary purpose is to provide a secure, distributed
database that is frequently updated and duplicated
thousands of times across a network of smart devices.
There is no single entity that controls it and there is no
single point of failure for storing and auditing blocks of
information across the network.
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The architecture and the data flow of the simple supply chain for the
cannabis industry within Nuvus is shown in the diagram below:
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6.3. Nuvus Protocol
- Global Exchange Token (GETX)
The Nuvus Protocol will be designed to combat the problems documented in this whitepaper. It
will inherit the benefits of blockchain technology, including the improved data accuracy, data
privacy, data availability and data transparency previously discussed. The Nuvus Protocol will
integrate a new ERC20 based utility token called “Global Exchange Token (GETX).” Moreover, it
will integrate the Global Exchange Token (GETX), a new Ethereum blockchain token, that can also
be leveraged to data process flow, data collection & analytics, qualitative data collection, State
and self-governed analytical data consisting of transaction information, patient’s feedback and
grower input to encourage positive data provider and user behavior, rewarding the timeliness,
quality, or reach of communications, among others.
Additionally, the protocol will enable decentralized and platform agnostic communication. This
means it becomes possible to send communications from one Nuvus Protocol integrated
platform to another, thus expanding the ecosystem to include all users across all Nuvus Protocol
integrated platforms, as opposed to a single platform’s users. The Nuvus Protocol is applicable to
all data provider platforms through an integrated API (Oracles), and can render benefits for all
companies within the segments of cannabis industry.
To accomplish this, Nuvus Protocol is built around the concept of the Global Exchange Token
(GETX), which will allow applications, data and communications to move freely within the
segments of the cannabis industry and the whole ecosystem to incentivize meaningful
transparency and compliance. Users, meanwhile, can use those tokens to exchange for data
purchase, data generation, data modeling and premium services across any application
integrated with Nuvus Protocol.
Blockchain technology also gives back more power to the end user in the form of transparent
information, privacy, security, and utility. All data on the blockchain is stored in a decentralized
manner that is public, transparent and auditable. We are taking advantage of the highly beneficial
characteristics of the blockchain technology in order to improve the network data unification
within the industry. The protocol implements various IoE communication protocols and devices
for data extraction and public and private permission based blockchains (off-channel) for
recording and transaction (Hyperledger).
Nuvus Protocol isn’t restricted to a single application. Any data application can integrate with the
protocol, regardless of whether it’s centralized or decentralized, mobile or desktop, established or
burgeoning. Each silo (segment of cannabis industry) that is part of an application that integrates
with the protocol through nodes and oracles becomes a member of the network.
This allows applications on the protocol to pool their data and share relevant information such as
Strain ID to patient feedback. The Nuvus Protocol is the basis for a public unified network that
works in monetization of proprietary user, plant, medicinal and patient data derived from within
the governed and controlled ecosystem. This tokenized public unified network allows applications
to pool their data and grow with the network, thus significantly increasing their chances of
success and compliance.
Cannabis industry is currently held back by data, communication and transparency issues. Nuvus
Protocol will allow the industry to move forward by creating a tokenized data and communication
economy that decentralizes user data within the segments of cannabis industry, incentivizes
meaningful user and data owner interaction, and encourages communication and transparency.
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6.4. Technology Overview of Nuvus Protocol
Nuvus will be partnering with Hyperledger.org to develop and implement the scalable and
modular blockchain technology to the cannabis industry and IOTA for technology implementation
behind the IoT sensors and communication security using tangle.

Hyperledger Sawtooth
Hyperledger Sawtooth is a modular platform for building, deploying, and running distributed ledgers.
Distributed ledgers provide a digital record (such as asset ownership) that is maintained without a
central authority or implementation. Bringing traceability and accountability to the supply chain
through the power of Hyperledger Sawtooth’s distributed ledger technology
To merge the digital and physical world, Hyperledger Sawtooth records the journey of seafood from
ocean to table. Like the fish in this case study, IoT sensors can be attached to any object entrusted
to someone else for transport, with trackable ownership, possession, and telemetry parameters
such as location, temperature, humidity, motion, shock and tilt. The final buyer can access a
complete record of information and trust that the information is accurate and complete.

Hyperledger Iroha
Hyperledger Iroha is a blockchain platform implementation and one of the Hyperledger projects
hosted by The Linux Foundation. Hyperledger Iroha is designed to be simple and easy to
incorporate into infrastructural projects requires distributed ledger technology.
Hyperledger Iroha features a simple construction; modern, domain-driven C++ design, emphasis
on mobile application development and a new, chain-based Byzantine Fault Tolerant consensus
algorithm, called Sumeragi. Hyperledger Iroha was initially contributed by Soramitsu, Hitachi,
NTT Data and Colu.

Hyperledger Fabric
Hyperledger Fabric is a blockchain framework implementation and one of the Hyperledger projects
hosted by The Linux Foundation. Intended as a foundation for developing applications or solutions
with a modular architecture, Hyperledger Fabric allows components, such as consensus and
membership services, to be plug-and-play.
Hyperledger Fabric leverages container technology to host smart contracts called “chaincode” that
comprise the application logic of the system. Hyperledger Fabric was initially contributed by Digital
Asset and IBM, as a result of the first hackathon.

Hyperledger Burrow
Hyperledger Burrow is a permissioned blockchain node that executes smart contract code
following the Ethereum specification. Burrow is built for a multi-chain universe with application
specific optimization in mind. Burrow as a node is constructed out of three main components;
the consensus engine, the permissioned Ethereum virtual machine and the rpc gateway.
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The technology characteristics will be as following;
- Permissioned membership
- Private blockchains
- Performance, scalability, and levels of trust
- Data on a need-to-know basis
- Rich queries over an immutable distributed ledger
- Modular architecture supporting plug-in components
- Protection of digital keys and sensitive data
- Off-chain transactions for transaction speed and lower fees
- Modular platform for building, deploying, and running distributed ledgers
- Permissioned smart contract interpreter based on Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM)
- Business blockchain framework designed for infrastructural projects
- Interoperability between ledger systems designed to transfer value across distributed ledgers and
non-distributed ledgers

6.5. Decentralized Oracles
An oracle machine connects public real-world data with smart contracts. Oracles are categorically
more powerful than Turing-complete computational models. The oracle can provide tamper-proof
public data and execute accordingly to it.
Smart contracts are inherently blocked from fetching external data on their own. Since our segments
of cannabis industry in the cannabis industry are made up of different application sources due to
industry complications and vastly different State regulations, we would need our Nuvus Protocol,
smart contracts and public/private blockchains to communicate with these external data sources.
The solution we plan to use for this are oracles. Oracles act as a data carrier, a reliable connection
between external data sources and smart contracts, without compromising their trustless nature.
Any existing or future communication platform that integrates the Nuvus Protocol will theoretically
be able to exchange content across previously isolated privatized applications. With other
blockchains an oracle is typically a single-point of failure, therefore bad for decentralization. We will
use eternity’s oracles which are decentralized with no single-point of failure.
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6.6. Nuvus Protocol Elements Overview
Protocol is divided into following elements
Nuvus CognetiX Nodes

Nuvus Protocol Platform
Enables trusted firsthand data verification, integrity & ownership

Data gathering using Oracles Enable efficient matching of buying and selling data, services, etc.
Enable liquidity in the system so that prices across the assets are

Data Verification

conducive to scaling the system

Data integrity

Permission based private blockchain

Data ownership

Public blockchain

Data generation

Crypto exchange connectivity

Nuvus CognetiX Nodes – Data processor

CognetiX Nodes are designed to be the intermediary between the data provider system and the
oracle before entering the Nuvus blockchain. The nodes in conjunctions with IoT devices will gather
data, verify the integrity of the data and lastly the ownership proof before sending the verified data to
oracles for processing into the blockchain.
CognetiX Nodes will be standalone system or partly or wholly integrated into the provider’s system.
The integration issue is paramount for data verification and integrity prior entering the blockchain.
The process would allow trustless trades and exchanges without the need of escrow agents or
arbitration.

Nuvus Protocol Platform – Using blockchain for trustless exchange

Nuvus will act as data recording, data and services exchange, liquidity for the providers, chain of
custody and traceability for the users and transaction facilitator on the private or the public
blockchain for buyers and sellers.

Nuvus Marketplace – Exchange Overview
Available products & services
Data

Generate Data

Data Models

Services

Other Services

Platform Price Setting:

All value exchange operations on the Nuvus Platform use our Tokens. The price for each service or
requests will be determined by the provider and CognetiX nodes. The Nuvus platform will determine
the resources required for each requested task and select the most efficient node pool (minimizing
price for the customer). Between nodes “sniffing” out the market and customers hunting for the most
efficient price, the Platform will find equilibrium in supply and demand.
Token Purchase for Users
To transact on the Nuvus platform, a user or provider will need to buy tokens. To simplify the
purchase mechanics, Nuvus will provide a portal that will make token purchase a one-click process.
Token Buybacks
To facilitate liquidity and regulate the market, Nuvus will periodically buy Tokens back from the market.
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NUVUS PLATFORM
Nuvus platform will be the destination for data and services
CognetiX
Node

CognetiX
Node

GENERATED DATA
Computation Node

CognetiX
Node

SERVICES

OTHER SERVICES

Completed Task

GETX

CognetiX
Node

GETX

Completed Task

Completed Task

GETX

CognetiX
Node

GETX

Service and Data Platform
GETX
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Exchange

Service
Request

GETX

Client

Purchase
Data
Service

GETX

$$$
(money)

Completed Task

CREATE DATA GENERATOR
Nuvus CognetiX Service Node
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Service
Request
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7.0. Marketing & Business Model
7.1. Network effect
Our strategy is focused on creating a network effect as our decentralized trust and reputation system
enables us to do that. Moreover, we will use the well-known bowling pin strategy: start with a niche
market, and then move to other niches and broader markets.
In our case, we are focusing on the supply side first: being accepted in as many locations as fast as
possible through partnerships that enables instant scale. To achieve that, we will partner with growers,
dispensaries, distributors and labs. Since we are one the largest companies in the industry based on
market cap, we have access to many of these companies.

7.2. Nuvus Business model
Revenue Sources – Platform. Transaction (Commission) fees
Nuvus will charge transaction fee or commission ranging from 5% to 15% from participants for
data and information sales depending on the type of exchange through the platform.
Revenue Sources – CognetiX nodes. CognetiX implementation fees
Nuvus to charge implementation and integration fees for using CognetiX and its IoT implementation
to draw, verify and exchange data throughout the platform. The CognetiX implementation fees
depends on number IoT tags and devices used to draw data. We expect an average of $10,000 per
year per implementation of CognetiX for each company or participants.
We expect substantial revenue from implementation of CognetiX.
We anticipate the platform usage to grow from 3x to 5x a year from 2018 to 2025.
Nuvus Protocol should reach to generate over 100M in yearly revenue
from commissions in five years.
To bring the client company onto the platform, creating inherited demand, company as it
has done for the past few years, will have especial position within the industry as the
only true blockchain facilitator of technology from seed to patients.

7.3. Nuvus Loyalty Program - Supporting Users and Token-Holders
In order to encourage networks effects and create an ecosystem for GETX token, we are going to
introduce a loyalty program for clients. We will reserve 40M GETX tokens as controlled fund for
royalty payment and membership encouragement for larger participants. The participation of the
larger participants will allow greater data availability and exponential growth of the platform.
Reserve fund will also function as stabilizing factor for GETX market.
30% of Nuvus’s transactional income forms the Loyalty Program which is aimed to stimulate
token holders and users to actively use the platform, and also to encourage larger participants.
Loyalty rewards are made in GETX tokens, which are purchased by Nuvus from public and private
exchanges based on the current exchange rate at the time of purchase. Each user’s loyalty
rewards depend only on the amount of transaction the participant has made during the month
using the platform.
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8.0. Global Exchange Token (GETX)
The Nuvus Protocol will be designed to combat the problems documented in the whitepaper. It will
inherit the benefits of blockchain technology, including the improved data accuracy, data privacy,
data availability and data transparency previously discussed. Moreover, it will integrate the Global
Exchange Token (GETX), a new Ethereum blockchain token, that can also be leveraged to data
process flow, data collection & analytics, qualitative data collection, State and self-governed
analytical data consisting of transaction information, patient’s feedback and grower input to
encourage positive data provider and user behavior, rewarding the timeliness, quality, or reach of
communications, among others.
By releasing GETX tokens, we offer all participants the chance to become the creators of a
decentralized ecosystem of data Intelligence, collection, exchange and integrity. Each GETX token
holder can obtain a new level of access to platform’s indicators, data, services, information, and
analytical products. The level of access and the products and tools available will depend on the
quantity of tokens in each holder's possession, which will in turn be influenced by each token
holder's role and active participation in the decentralized ecosystem.
We also plan to place GETX tokens on exchanges, giving people the opportunity to buy them
openly (for residents of countries where the purchase of tokens does not violate local laws), gain
access to new products, or services within the exchange.
The issuance of our own tokens is the result of the need to create an internal economy in the
ecosystem that will establish transparent and fair relations among all participants comprising the
system: growers, distributors, wholesalers, processors, dispensaries, doctors, patients, regulators
and scientists.

Effective economic motivation of all ecosystem participants
Blockchain, decentralization, and a fair system of economic motivation are ideologically and
systematically integrated into the structure of the Nuvus Protocol. Their purpose is to create a
system of long-term motivation that encourages participants to perform better, thereby increasing
the effectiveness of the entire technology and its benefits to the community. To ensure more
efficient and fair motivation for active participants of the ecosystem, we will enact direct causality
between the quality of their engagement and the result of the transactions. This model will be used
in analyzing the platform’s application viability and user behavior for incentivization.
For this reason, after the Crowdsale, we will allocate part of the funding to a reserve fund. The fund
will be used to replenish the loyalty program to reward participants. Therefore, loyalty rewards for
active ecosystem participants will be directly linked to the exchange or platform’s performance. This
loyalty rewards are designed to be a reward mechanism incentive for accurate information and
datasets provided and contributed to the system and is not applied to CND holders generally.

8.1. The GETX Token
Nuvus’s Global Exchange Token or “GETX” is an ERC20 standard token that is built on the
Ethereum blockchain. Ethereum was designed with the explicit goal of doing more than just
creating and recording transfers of a blockchain network’s native tokens. Instead, it can be
thought of as a generalized blockchain technology with a built-in Turing-complete programming
language.
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8.2. The GETX Value Overview
The GETX Token gives the holder the right to vote when determining the value of services within the
Nuvus Protocol and can be accepted as payment from data acquisition to medical services rendered
by providers participating in the Nuvus Protocol. All providers that are part of the Nuvus Protocol are
obligated to accept the GETX Token as payment for any services provided by a participating provider
at the time of the encounter. Nuvus Protocol token GETX is the core of all transactions made in Nuvus
Protocol. No payment can be conducted without GETX, its main goal, regulated by smart-contract, is
to stimulate token-holders to use Nuvus Protocol to do all their transactions and to attract new users
to Nuvus Protocol.
The GETX tokens can be used to represent voting power, paid credits within an application, dataset
purchase and integration and almost anything imaginable. We see blockchain token, GETX, as an
opportunity to change how data is gathered, verified, qualified, integrated and shares. More
specifically, GETX token can be used as a utility metric for platform participation. The GETX token
would be completely run on a smart contract on the blockchain, and engineer a system that enables
the creation of decentralized platforms that give more power to the end user in the form of more
transparent information, privacy, security, and utility. If a user generates data of value (as
determined by other users), they may be awarded tokens that can be exchanged for premium
services within the platform. This access to more services can be leveraged to encourage users to
participate in the platform. This is the core idea behind the Global Exchange Token.
The GETX tokens bestow on its holder’s special product benefits including rewards depending on user
activity. GETX tokens are not stocks, securities or their equivalent and therefore do not create the right
of ownership or disposal of Nuvus or its assets. GETX token-holders do not exert any influence over
the decision making of the company or its activities. By creating GETX that is valued by the utility of
Nuvus Protocol integrated apps, the token is more directly tied to the applications it’s built into. This
stability makes it possible to properly calibrate the token cost of a platform's premium services, and
consistently promote positive network behavior.
It is our hope that as more segments of cannabis industry within the cannabis ecosystem recognize
the benefits of the Nuvus Protocol and adopt it, the token will increasingly gain utility beyond the
initial use cases outlined in this whitepaper, Overview of the Technology Global Exchange Token
“Global Exchange Token” or “GETX” is an ERC20 standard utility token that is built on the Ethereum
blockchain.
In the current cannabis ecosystem most companies belonging to the segments of cannabis industry
from the Genetic testing and cultivation to transactions and Patient feedback, for the most part, are
not held accountable for their data integrity in the community. Although some of the segments of
cannabis industry are governed by stringent State rules, most are managing or running data that is
incomplete, erroneous, non-transparent or mostly fraudulent.
With Global Exchange Token, every user has a reputation score that serves as metric of network
participation quality, reliability and transparency. This built-in accountability system economically
guarantees that “bad” actors from any segments of cannabis industry are discouragement from
participating in the platform. The reputation score impacts the user cost of paid services on various
applications integrated with the protocol.
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8.3. Token Flow
GETX Protocol integrated platforms will be able to integrate Global Exchange Token (GETX) into
their ecosystem. Users can earn GETX by performing platform specific incentivized actions (e.g.,
requesting data, verifying data, integrating data, offering the complied data, etc.), and then use
these earned tokens to receive premium services on the platform. The app will keep a small number
of tokens as payment for services rendered, and allocate the rest toward users performing specific
actions that add value to the platform like providing advocacy level participation and contribution in
medicinal delivery and patient health. Instead of collecting silo (segment of cannabis industry) data
in exchange for a service or cash, applications or companies that use the Nuvus Protocol can
provide services that utilize Global Exchange Tokens (GETX). When a user wants to use a service,
they give some amount of GETX to the application.
In this model, some tokens are given to data integrators, and application developers, and some
are given to users for their time and attention. The rest are directed towards a “user growth pool.”
The idea behind this user growth pool is that it encourages segments of cannabis industry and
companies within to reinvest in their platform by awarding active users from the pool.
Applications that integrate the protocol can choose what application-specific actions and
contributions users should be rewarded for, as well as how much they receive.

PROVIDER - USER - WORKFLOW MODEL
within the platform
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NUVUS ECONOMY
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Demand
Demand for GETX is provided by the properties of a smart contract. The possibility of decentralized
settlements with the providers in terms of the latter's fulfillment of the values of the service is a
preference factor tested on the target audience. As a result, the provider connected to the Nuvus
Protocol gets a competitive advantage.
If the demand exceeds the established limit on the volume of GETX Tokens ordered for sale, which
means that the Nuvus Protocol does not have enough providers to fulfil all services equivalent to
the number of purchased GETX Tokens within a year, a queue for services will be formed in the
order of buying of GETX Tokens. Funds received in payment for services that cannot be provided
within a year due to the limited throughput of the Nuvus Protocol will be placed in an escrow
account until such a possibility arises.
GETX Tokens held to the distribution in favor of the team will be distributed only when there are no
funds left in the escrow account waiting to increase the annual capacity of the Nuvus Protocol. The
initial value of the GETX Token depends on the acquisition date. Step bonus system depends upon
the percent of tokens sold.

Model of GETX Circulation
Released GETX tokens get into the user’s account when they purchase a smart contract for
services. Upon fulfillment of the terms of the smart contract by the provider or group of providers,
GETX gets to the user and then can be used to pay for the data purchases and services of other
providers or users connected to the system, or exchanged for other currencies.
Providers and users pay a commission from their own turnover of GETX to the Nuvus Protocol. The
commission is automatically collected according to the results of a transaction. At the project
development stage, until the demand for value-oriented services reaches the saturation limit, it is
expected that monthly purchases of GETX will exceed GETX sales (exchange for other currencies).
Thus, the price of GETX will grow over the long term, backed by the real product fulfillment with
confirmed demand.

Ecosystem Management
The Nuvus Protocol includes a tool for decentralized management of the criteria for the effectiveness
of services. The active involvement of the professional community will be motivated by GETX
payments for each vote, and the competence of holders of GETX Tokens admitted to professional
voting will be checked throughout the authorization process. To authorize a member of the
community of the Nuvus Protocol, it is necessary to register in Nuvus Web and apply for
membership. The process of authorization of a member of the community requires mandatory
confirmation of such a person’s identity, medical education, current license or certificate. The Nuvus
Protocol Community is a public vote for all GETX Token holders without an authorization process. It
defines priorities in the order of community voting and criteria for standard-compliant services of the
Nuvus Protocol.
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Exchange GETX for Services
- Receive GETX to Incentivize Participation
It is important to note that GETX is designed and intended to be obtained primarily from a service
provider when a user performs one or more various incentivized actions. When a platform is given
GETX to provide a service, a portion of the GETX should be allocated to incentivize user advocacy and
contribution beyond the bounds of profits.
A given ecosystem might award GETX to users for participating in the following ways:
Sharing verifiable data by data providers:
1. Generating quality data within each silo (segment of cannabis industry), as determined by
user feedback by platform
2. Creating dependable data in transparent way consistent with the State regulatory
requirements and the platform
Data user:
3. Generating and compiling data for use case, segments of cannabis industry requirements
and patient integrity
4. Determining platform content quality by providing feedback
6. Sharing data within the platform
Other possible incentivized actions:
7. Consistent logins
8. Rewarding users for inviting companies not participating within the segments of cannabis
industry to the platform.
9. Advocating premium distributed data sets for the patience’s sake only
10. Achieving milestones within the platform (e.g., x number of subscribers, etc.)
This incentive system allows users to generate a positive token balance simply by being active on the
platform, and thus grant access to the premium experience without having to acquire resources from
outside the ecosystem.
We will continuously be working to add more GETX integrated features as our platform grows. We
will communicate the progress we make in integrating these and newfeatures as are available.
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8.4. Use Case. Special Grow Data Sale
Grow facility signs up
with the platform

Harvest tested by lab
paid by tokens

Lab data gathered by CognetiX
(Oracles)

Data encrypted
under owner terms

Owner puts data for sale on
platform for a small fee

Buyer and seller agree
on a contract & price

Smart contract initiates
off-chain transaction

Buyer will have comprehensive
record of data

1

4

2
3

5
6
8

7

9
10
11
12
13
14
16

15

Grows distinct strain

CognetiX through IoT sensors
record strain type, grow methods,
environment data & data owner

CognetiX transmit all data points
gathered to the permissioned
private blockchain

Data transmitted to nodes
for storage paid by owner

Buyer signs up
to the platform

Buyer request
purchase of data

Buyer acquires data
using tokens

Blockchain records, facilitates &
tracks chain of custody
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8.5. Use Case. Grow Harvest Sale
Grow facility signs up
with the platform

Harvest tested by lab paid
by tokens (grow owner)

Lab data gathered by CognetiX
(Oracles)

Buyer signs up to
the platform

Buyer request complete
harvest data & Cost

Smart contract initiates
off-chain transaction

Buyer acquires harvest
using tokens

End User will have comprehensive
record of the harvest data

1

4

2
3

5
6
8

7

9
10
11
12
13
14
16

15

Grows certain or
many strains

CognetiX through IoT sensors
record strain type, grow methods,
environment data & and grow
owner

CognetiX transmit all data points
gathered to the permissioned
private blockchain

Owner puts harvest up for sale
on platform for a small fee

Permissioned private blockchain
shows complete record

Buyer and seller agree
on a contract & price

Tokens sent to the
owner minus small

Blockchain record, facilitates &
tracks chain of custody
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8.6. Use Case. Platform
1
Grow facilities signs up
with the platform
Doctors signs up with the
platform
Patients signs up with
the platform
Dispensaries search record for
unique harvest data points

Dispensaries settle on one grow
facility and its data points

CognetiX records dispensaries purchase
type to the blockchain

Blockchain has record of unique
healing properties of certain strains
Patient walks to the dispensary
with unique ID of the strain for
his condition
Patient will document the
effectiveness of medicine to
the platform
State agencies will have complete
access to the record kept on the
blockchain on our platform

4

2
3

5
6
8
9

12
13

16
17

20

7

10
11

14
15

18
19

Dispensaries signs up
with the platform
Distributors signs up
with the platform

State agencies signs up with
the platform

CognetiX gathers & records all data
points on the harvests to the blockchain
Agreement reached between
grower and dispensary

Smart contract initiates off-chain
transaction
Doctor searches CognetiX (BC) for
record of data on healing properties of certain strains

Doctor write prescription for the
patient with unique IDs of the strain
Blockchain will record the effective
medicines and make available to
grower, dispensary and doctors
Blockchain keeps record from
seed to use
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8.7. Operationl Framework for Nuvus Economy
Token (GETX) Usage and Concept

ROLE

RIGHTS

FEATURES
Product usage
Governance
Contribution
Voting
Product Access
Status

VALUE
EXCHANGE

Work rewards
Buying
Spending
Selling
Active/Passive work
Creating data
Storing data

TOLL/FEES

Purchasing-Selling data
Purchasing-Selling rights
Other smart contracts
Security deposit
Usage fees
Data fees

FUNCTION

Purchasing data, rights
Selling data, rights
Joining a network
Connecting with users
Incentive for usage
Run smart contracts
Fund oracles

TRANSACTION

Frictionless transactions
Payment unit
Transaction unit
Internal currency
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9.0. Overview of ICO and Token Sale
Token sold during the token launch is known as the Global Exchange Token or GETX. This token is
designed for various utilities in network unification of data across the data points in the Cannabis
ecosystem designed to provide reliable, quantitative and transparent date sets to users within the
segments of cannabis industry of the cannabis ecosystem.
GETX token is implemented on the public Ethereum blockchain (using an Ethereum smart contract)
as an ERC20 token. ERC20 establishes a standard contract API for tokens on the Ethereum
blockchain and has become the de facto representation for all types of digital assets. All ERC20
tokens share the same core contract interface, simplifying integration with external contracts.
In addition to the core ERC20 interface, the GETX token smart contract will have additional
functionality to create new GETX tokens, finalize the Crowdsale and send money to a hardware
wallet, refund users in the case of a failed Crowdsale and burn any unsold tokens. The ERC20 token
smart contract is written in the Solidity programming language and will be publicly accessible and
free to use. Hardware wallet Both ETH and GMT tokens available for sale will be stored in hardware
wallets.
GETX tokens that are purchased by the public at our ICO process will be delivered as soon as ETH
or other accepted Cryptos are received. The GETX tokens will be usable after the token sale as soon
as GETX protocol is publicly released. We intend to only launch our ICO Crowdsale once we are
assured that all security measures have been completed.
1. Security audit by Open Zeppelin for all smart contracts used for our Crowdsale including token
creation and ICO contract
2. All GETX tokens stored by us will be stored offline in hardware wallets
3. Most of the reserve funds will also be stored offline within hardware wallets
4. The keys for hardware wallets will be geographically distributed
5. In the future, we plan to launch a bug bounty program for all smart contracts we develop the
smart contracts for GETX token sale are currently under review and once completed will be
publicly available on GITHUB. We will address any and all severe or critical vulnerabilities
suggested by Open Zeppelin in the final implementation of the smart contracts. The final
implementation and code for the smart contracts will be released publicly prior to the Token

9.1. Our ICO Process & Token Sale
This Whitepaper highlights the key stages and features of Nuvus Protocol and the future
trajectories in which our products will be developed. In advance of their use within the Nuvus
Protocol, Nuvus is offering the GETX token. Global Exchange Token (GETX) Token will be an
Ethereum based ERC20 token. GETX, will be funded by four sources: private investment Venture
funds and founders group, Pre-ICO and an ICO Crowdsale for the GETX token on the Ethereum
Blockchain when designated. We will sell the tokens until the hard cap is reached. Participants
willing to support the development of the Nuvus Project can do so by sending Ether or Bitcoin to
the designated addresses. By doing so, they are purchasing Global Exchange Tokens (GETX) at
the rate of 438 GETX per 1 ETH and 10,250 per 1 BTC (or $0.80 per token) which are sent
instantly to their wallet. We may accept other Cryptos for the exchange.
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Further details of the ICO and the potential benefits of GETX
ownership are provided in this Whitepaper. The binding terms and
provision of GETX Token Sale will be outlined in the Terms &
Conditions provided at https://nuvus.io/ (the “Website”).
The accepted currency during the ICO is Ether and Bitcoin.
The creation will be capped (“Soft Cap”) upon receipt of ETH equivalent to USD 35,000,000 (fixed on
39,000 ETH). This amount is subject to change before the Token Creation event.
The Token Creation period will last 60 (Sixty) days, if Soft Cap is not reached sooner.
If the Soft Cap is reached before the end of 60 (sixty) days, additional contributions will be accepted
for 120 hours in case some contributors missed the very short window for GETX creation.
If the Crowdsale campaign does not reach its minimal capital goal of USD 840,000, all funds will be
returned automatically to the GETX holders by the Ethereum smart contract.
Token Creation has a hard cap: upon achieving this cap, token creation will stop and no further
contributions will be accepted. The hard cap amount is 78,000 ETH.
Tokens that are not sold during the Crowdsale will be burned automatically by the smart contract

Total tokens
authorized:

200,000,000 GETX Tokens

Name:

NuvusCoin

Ticker:

GETX

Based on:

Ethereum (ERC20)

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
30,000,000

15%

Founders & Team

5,000,000

2.5%

Advisors

5,000,000

2.5%

Early Investors

40,000,000

20%

Reserve Controlled Fund – Used for Loyalty & Exchange Stability

TOTAL

40%

80,000,000

40,000,000

20%

Pre-Sale for 63 Days

80,000,000

40%

Crowdsale for 12 Days

TOTAL

60%

120,000,000
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The price of GETX tokens will be on a sliding scale
based on how early they are purchased:
Pre-Sale Stage - Extra bonuses allocation
Day 1-31: Pre-Sale Bonus
Bonus - + 40% tokens

Min. purchase from 40,000 GETX

Bonus - + 30% tokens

Min. purchase from 20,000 GETX

Bonus - + 25% tokens

Min. purchase from 10,000 GETX

Bonus - + 20% tokens

Min. purchase from 7,000 GETX

Bonus - + 15% tokens

Min. purchase from 5,000 GETX

Bonus - + 10% tokens

Min. purchase from 4,000 GETX

Bonus - + 5% tokens

Min. purchase from 3,000 GETX

Bonus - + 2% tokens

Min. purchase from 2,000 GETX

Day 32-60: Crowd Sale
No Bonus

No Minimums

*All tokens in available pool unsold during Token Sale will be burned.

FUND ALLOCATION
35%

Research & Development

25%

Infrastructure

20%

Sales & Marketing

13%

Operations

2%

Legal

4%

Contingency
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GETX will be following below process:
- Security and functional reviews conducted on Crowdsale contract and Token Minting
- Solidity best practice guidelines for ordering smart contract code
- Source code for contract published on GitHub (https://github.com/nuvus)
- Capped Crowdsale with minimum and maximum caps
- Safe-Math integer overflow functions used throughout
- Multi-sig wallets for funding and foundation
- Offline hardware wallets for cold storage with geographically distributed keys
- Our hardware wallets will have backup keys split and distributed geographically. We feel this will
provide us the utmost safety guarantee against security attacks.
- Business plan, banking services and funding from founders established
The conditions of the Crowdsale itself are shown below, as enforced by the smart contract.
Whomever sends Ether to this contract directly, or via the Buy Tokens function, is considered a
‘participant’ in the Crowdsale.
The Pre-sale and ICO contracts sell the same GETX token. The ICO contract is first deployed, which
awaits its start block to run the ICO but immediately dispenses the Pre-sale tokens to the founder
wallet. We then transfer the Pre-sale tokens to a separate, Pre-sale contract.

GETX contracts:
- Implement a standard ERC20-compliant token GETX
- Only Pre-sale GETX tokens exist before the ICO, and no additional GETX tokens beyond those
created in the ICO itself can ever be created.
- Utilize Multi-Signature wallets for processing and hardware wallet cold-storage for ETH
- Allows verification of the total token supply
- Allows an emergency halt to occur should any part of the ICO or Blockchain require it
- Complies with the latest compiler version and deprecated Throw recommendations
- Is fully regression tested, security audited and peer/crowd-reviewed with bug bounties

Liquidation
GETX tokens that are purchased by the public will be delivered as soon as ETH or BTC (or other
Cryptos) is received. The GETX tokens will be immediately usable after the token sale as soon as
the CognetiX integrations with Blockchain is publicly released in later 2018.

9.2. Token Economics - Appreciation Potential
The problem with most utility tokens is that whitepaper focuses on infrastructural demand for
tokens, ignoring the risks of infrastructural supply. Any token used as a payment instrument for a
service will be sold on the market by the service providers in the platform because they need to
finance the transaction costs that are denominated in fiat currency outside of the Nuvus ecosystem.
Thus, infrastructure demand will be balanced by an infrastructure supply, which will not allow the
token to grow in price.
For this reason, Nuvus;
- Has diversifying revenue structure
- Up to 60% of GETX tokens that are accepted as payment will be burnt during year 2018-2021
- Majority of all operational expenses will be financed by the fiat income which means Nuvus will
not need to sell GETX tokens, which were received as a transaction fee to cover operating cost. This
will lead to an increase in fiat currency value of business profits.
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As a result, the number of tokens will be seriously reduced and therefore the money turnover will
increase. Moreover, we do not convert tokens that we receive as our own income back into fiat, as all
operational costs are financed by fiat revenue. Thus, the total demand for Get tokens will always be
greater than the supply.
Most often, utility token models only assume that infrastructural demand is calculated to finance the
project services. Our financial model considers not only the demand, but also the proposition that most
projects need to finance their own costs, most often in fiat currency. The following will explain the GETX
economics;

Nominal Token Price
1 GETX = 0.00088 ETH = $0.80

1 ETH = $900 (01/17/2018)

Token Minted

Available in Token Sale

GETX

200,000,000

120,000,000

ETH*

180,000

107,000

Estimated Platform Activity Breakdown

(*disclaimer)

Job on the Platform

Price GETX

Price USD

Time

Data Set Sales

6,000

$3,000

Daily

Data Model Sales

60,000

$30,000

Weekly

CognetiX

40,000

$20,000

Yearly

Platform 2018 Expected Activity Transactions Volume

(*disclaimer)

Job on the Platform

2018

Vol. GETX

Vol. USD

Data Set Sales

2000

12,000,000

$6,000,000

Model Sales

200

12,000,000

$6,000,000

CognetiX

200

8,000,000

$4,000,000

Total

2400

32,000,000

$18,000,000
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Every year, Nuvus, will burn a percentage of the tokens used within the platform.
2018 GETX Demand

Tokens % Burnt

Total Available

32,000,000

30%

84,000,000

2019 GETX Demand (2018X5) Tokens % Burnt
160,000,000

20%

Total Available
67,200,000

2020 GETX Demand (2019X5) Tokens % Burnt

Total Available

800,000,000

60,480,000

10%

2021 GETX Demand (2019X3) Tokens % Burnt
2,400,000,000

0%

Demand less token supply
Demand 2.5x token supply
Demand 13x token supply

Total Available
60,480,000

Demand 40x token supply

*Assumes 120,000,000 tokens sold in the token sale

GETX Token Demand
6000000000

4000000000

2000000000

2018

2019
Demand

2020

Total available

With our token burning policy GETX demand on Nuvus Protocol is expected to be 40 times the
available token supply by the end of 2021.
* These numbers are estimates and may vary substantially from real performance
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10.0. Future Roadmap & How We Got Here
The Nuvus Protocol will be first integrated into CognetiX as a proof of concept and shipped to market
by end of Q3 2018.

Sept. 2017
Team initiates preliminary preparations
for an ICO by developing industry’s most
comprehensive white paper

Nov. 2017
Team completes white paper and related
marketing site for preparation for Pre-ICO

Feb. 2018
Team begins first phase of the crowdsale

3Q 2018
Team rolls out its first version of its Nuvus
Protocal to selected groups for the
Cannabis industry as beta

Oct. 2017
Team begins recruiting blockchain
consultants, platforms, programmers

Dec. 2017
Team begins selling Pre-ICO to selected
groups, Angels and VCs. Launch Token
contracts onto Ethereum, Security audits
& admin testing

April 2018
Team completes its ICO and begins
developing Nuvus Protocal & its
integration with CognetiX

Mid. 2019
Global Roll Out

Shortly after, we will integrate the protocol into Veresis, our seed to sale application, a new platform
designed to tackle the compliance issue with the cannabis industry from seed to sale and Zumta POS,
unique point of sales platform with integrated payment systems based on Dash, Monero or other
crypto payment systems.
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Veresis will be released by Q2 2019 and POS by Q4 2019. Once all apps are in market with Nuvus
Protocol integration, we will conclude any remaining security audits and open source the project
so that others can join us in the decentralization of the communication industry.

The project will consist of three phases;
The first phase will collect strain and grow data from cultivators and archival data bases
throughout the world. This data will then be verified through certified laboratories and scientists
for validity. If an attribute can be measured and recorded, CognetiX can collect it and process it
into the blockchain distributive ledger network. Subsequent phases will address industry wide
pain points.
Phase two, Veresis will address Seed to Sale issues. Currently, there are no standards or
common procedures for addressing a seed to sale data reporting process. Each state or country
has its own rules and definitions. Nuvus, through the use of CognetiX, plans to build an open
source ledger network based on Blockchain technology and the Nuvus Protocol which will
standardize seed to sell reporting and data throughout the industry and make data transparent
and accessible to all stakeholders and government entities.
The third phase, Zomta will address issues with Point of Sale and product/patient expectations.
Using predictive analytics, Nuvus can make connections through data points to create
dependable conclusions about cannabis: growing, cultivation, extraction, transactions and
user/patient feedback. These data silos, along with their pain points and solutions are defined in
more detail in the following chapter points.

1

2

3

The first phase will collect strain
and grow data from cultivators
and archival data bases
throughout the world.

Phase two address Seed to Sale
issues and plans to build an open
source ledger network to standardize
seed to sell reporting and data.

The third phase will address
issues with Point of Sale and
product /patient expectations to
create dependable conclusions
about cannabis.
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11.0. Legal

11.1. General Information
The Nuvus token does not have the legal qualification of a security, since it does not give any rights
to dividends or interests. The sale of Nuvus tokens is final and non-refundable. Nuvus tokens are
not shares and do not give any right to participate to the general meeting of Nuvus GmbH. Nuvus
tokens cannot have a performance or a particular value outside the Nuvus Platform.
Nuvus tokens shall therefore not be used or purchased for speculative or investment purposes.
The purchaser of Nuvus tokens is aware that national securities laws, which ensure that investors
are sold investments that include all the proper disclosures and are subject to regulatory scrutiny
for the investors' protection, are not applicable.
Anyone purchasing Nuvus tokens expressly acknowledges and represents that she/he has
carefully reviewed this white paper and fully understands the risks, costs and benefits associated
with the purchase of Nuvus.

11.2. Knowledge required
The purchaser of Nuvus tokens undertakes that she/he understands and has significant
experience of cryptocurrencies, blockchain systems and services, and that she/he fully
understands the risks associated with the crowdsale as well as the mechanism related to the
use of cryptocurrencies (incl. storage).
Nuvus shall not be responsible for any loss of Nuvus tokens or situations making it impossible
to access Nuvus tokens, which may result from any actions or omissions of the user or any
person undertaking to acquire Nuvus tokens, as well as in case of hacker attacks.
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Acquiring Nuvus tokens and storing them involves various risks, in particular the risk that Nuvus may
not be able to launch its operations and develop its blockchain and provide the services promised.
Therefore, and prior to acquiring Nuvus tokens, any user should carefully consider the risks, costs and
benefits of acquiring Nuvus tokens in the context of the crowdsale and, if necessary, obtain any
independent advice in this regard.
Any interested person who is not in the position to accept or to understand the risks associated with
the activity (incl. the risks related to the non-development of the Nuvus platform) or any other risks as
indicated in the Terms & Conditions of the crowdsale should not acquire Nuvus tokens.

11.3. Important disclaimer
This white paper shall not and cannot be considered as an invitation to enter into an investment. It
does not constitute or relate in any way nor should it be considered as an offering of securities in any
jurisdiction. This white paper does not include or contain any information or indication that might be
considered as a recommendation or that might be used as a basis for any investment decision. Nuvus
tokens are just utility tokens which can be used only on the Nuvus platform and are not intended to be
used as an investment.
The offering of Nuvus tokens on a trading platform is done in order to allow the use of the Nuvus
platform and not for speculative purposes. The offering of Nuvus tokens on a trading platform does
not change the legal qualification of the tokens, which remain a simple means for the use of the
Nuvus platform and are not a security.
Nuvus is not to be considered as an advisor in any legal, tax or financial matters. Any information in
the white paper is provided for general information purposes only and Nuvus GmbH does not provide
any warranty as to the accuracy and completeness of this information.
Nuvus is not a financial intermediary and is not required to obtain any authorization for Anti Money
Laundering purposes.
Acquiring Nuvus tokens shall not grant any right or influence over Nuvus’s organization and
governance to the Purchasers.
Regulatory authorities are carefully scrutinizing businesses and operations associated to
cryptocurrencies in the world. In that respect, regulatory measures, investigations or actions may
impact Nuvus’s business and even limit or prevent it from developing its operations in the future. Any
person undertaking to acquire Nuvus tokens must be aware of the Nuvus business model, the white
paper or terms and conditions may change or need to be modified because of new regulatory and
compliance requirements from any applicable laws in any jurisdictions. In such a case, purchasers and
anyone undertaking to acquire Nuvus tokens acknowledge and understand that neither Nuvus nor any
of its affiliates shall be held liable for any direct or indirect loss or damage caused by such changes.
Nuvus will do its utmost to launch its operations and develop the Nuvus Protocol. Anyone undertaking
to acquire Nuvus tokens acknowledges and understands that Nuvus does not provide any guarantee
that it will manage to achieve it. They acknowledge and understand therefore that Nuvus (incl. its
bodies and employees) assumes no liability or responsibility for any loss or damage that would result
from or relate to the incapacity to use Nuvus tokens, except in case of intentional misconduct or gross
negligence.
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11.4. Representation and warranties

By participating in the crowdsale, the purchaser agrees to the above and in particular, they
represent and warrant that they:
- have read carefully the terms and conditions attached to the white paper; agree to their full
contents and accept to be legally bound by them;
- are authorized and have full power to purchase Nuvus tokens according to the laws that apply
in their jurisdiction of domicile;
- live in a jurisdiction which allows Nuvus to sell Nuvus tokens through a Crowdsale without
requiring any local authorization;
- are familiar with all related regulations in the specific jurisdiction in which they are based and
that purchasing cryptographic tokens in that jurisdiction is not prohibited, restricted or subject
to additional conditions of any kind;
- will not use the Crowdsale for any illegal activity, including but not limited to money laundering
and the financing of terrorism;
- have sufficient knowledge about the nature of the cryptographic tokens and have significant
experience with, and functional understanding of, the usage and intricacies of dealing with
cryptographic tokens and currencies and blockchain-based systems and services;
- purchase Nuvus tokens because they wish to have access to the Nuvus platform;
- are not purchasing Nuvus tokens for the purpose of speculative investment or usage.
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12.0. The Team
Sam Talari

Sam is the founder and sole member of the Board of Directors of
Nuvus Corporation and Blockchain Ventures Corp.

John Verghese

John is a seasoned operational expert with over 25 years of experience in the
telecommunications and technology sectors. From startups to large Fortune 500
companies, John has worked in all the functional areas – planning, engineering,
operations, contracts to sales and customer support.

Terry N. Gardner
Terry is Vice President of Engineering. He is responsible for the company’s
engineering and consulting services to the commercial grow industry. Terry
comes to Nuvus with over 30 years of experience in the utility
telecommunications and controls industry.

Deirdre Fernandes

Deirdre had a long career with Citigroup, over 34 years, working in a variety of
positions primarily in the Technology area. As a Senior Manager in the Operations
and Technology area her job functions included managing large, global corporate
technology projects in Finance and Procurement.

Bobban Subhadra, Ph.D.

Bobban has more than 10 years of experience in the biotechnology industry, with a
focus in drug discovery, bio-process development, manufacturing support, and
project leadership. He developed and commercialized numerous patented technologies and products for biochemical, biofuel, and pharmaceutical companies.

Olga Krynina

Olga has more than a decade of experience in corporate communications,
marketing and public relations experience in education, non-profits and
management consulting services.

Alan Mathon

Alan Mathon is an upcoming microbiological researcher. Alan is exploring the
seemingly limitless benefits of CBD in combination with other natural herbal
ingredients which address many human conditions and maladies. He subsequently
intends to pursue a PhD in Microbiology.
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Investors
Blockchain Ventures Corp.
Cryptocurrency Corp.

Advisors
Dali Kranzthor, CPA, CVA, CFE,
Dali is a Certified Public Accountant, Certified Valuation Analyst and Certified
Fraud Examiner with over 15 years of public accounting and public company CFO
experience. He has founded four companieds, including a VOIP blockchain solutions company. Dali has since worked with several blockchain entrepeneurs.

Aleksi Aaltonen
Aleksi has a long history as an entrepreneur from the early internet to
blockchains and ICOs. Startups/Marketing/Tech/Investing. Always
open to new ideas and projects.

Mari Luukkainen

Mari is a true Growth Marketing Evangelist. Her passion is to monetise online presence and drive growth. She's been involved in growth
of hundreds of clients and websites for over 10 years. Testing,
measuring, learning and scaling in a cost-effective way.

Maury Winnick
As Vice President of Worldwide Sales and CEO of Vitacig, Maury’s responsibilities
included the overall growth strategies of both brands, building from the ground
up a Global Sales, creating of management structure, protocol, compensation
plan, interviewing and goals. As Senior Management he worked with the CEO on
a daily basis leading strategic direction strategy, also worked with potential
business partners creating strategic partnership and crafting distribution agreements. Other responsibilities included P&L, budgets, organization, directing
marketing, set-up Fulfillment operation and optimized distribution shipping costs,
working with Board members, International agreements and registrations

Paul Aiello

Sr. Director Sales & Solution Development at NEC Corporation of America

Jan Borgelin
Jan is a blockchain tech professional. A business oriented developer with deep
knowledge and understanding in blockchain technologies, applications and
ICOs. Consulting and programming.
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